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7981 -89 آزمون پایان ترم نوبت اول سال تحصيلی

:نمره به حروف

:نمره به عدد

:تاریخ و امضاء

:نام دبیر

............................... :شماره داوطلب
 صفحه2 :تعداد صفحه سؤال

:نمره به حروف
:تاریخ و امضاء

:نمره تجدید نظر به عدد
:نام دبیر
ردیف

بارم

سؤاالت

A. Odd one out (0.75 point)
1.a. create
2. a. harmful
3. a. percent

57.0

57.0

5

5

570

5

5

b. increase
b. valuable
b. number

c. prevent
c. friendly
c. measure

d. improve
d. worthy
d. society

Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word. (1.25 point)
addiction- sign-popular-heartbeat-ability-depressed
4.Football is the most--------------- sport in Brazil.
5.The doctor is listening to my grandfather’s--------------.
6.Deaf people use --------------language to communicate.
7.Working with computers for a long time makes people sick and --------------.
8.Today, -------------- to technology is a big problem.
Unscramble the words. Then use them in the following sentences.(1 point)
9.A lot of snow fell on the Zagros -------- last week. (giorne)
10.Ali likes --------------the net and playing computer games. (fursgin)
11.Today, less than 40 ---------- of people live in villages. (cenpert)
12.I go out and -------- every morning at 6. (jgo)
Choose the correct choice. (1 point)
13. Do you know Amin’s father died of a -------------- attack?
a. healthy
b. blood
c. heart
d. calm
14. A/An --------------- language is a language that has very few speakers.
a. popular
b. endangered
c. native
d.easy
15. A --------------diet contains lots of fruit and green vegetables.
a. unhealthy
b. balanced
c. harmful
d. dangerous
16. In some cities, prices -------- from shop to shop.
a. vary
b. make up
c. exist
d. begin
Read the text and choose the correct answer. (1.5 point )
17.My mother and I went to a supermarket yesterday. We needed (many – much) things. First
we bought (some – many) rice, (two – a little) bottles of milk, (a lot of – many) meat. We love
seafood, so we bought (much – a little) fresh fish. On the way home, we also bought (a few – a
little) bananas.
Complete the following sentences with your own grammatical knowledge. (1 point)
18. There --------------------------------------- some birds on the tree.
19. How ----------------------------------------- money do you have?
20. ----------------------------------------- there any milk in the fridge?
21. How --------------------------------- books did you read in summer?
Unscramble the following sentences. (1 point )
22.how / money / you / much / do / need / ?
23. lived / in Isfahan / you / how / long / have / ?

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Read the text and fill in the blanks with the given words. (1.5 point)
(range – price – popular – information – entertainment– personal)
24.Computers are wonderful inventions. They are becoming ............................ these days.
570 They vary in size, quality and ............................... . They ................................ from tiny to very
large ones. They help us find ............................... easily. Many people have ...............................
computers at home. A lot of children use computers for ................................... . We must learn
how to use a computer before we have one.
Reading Comprehension : (3 point)
Read the following passage and answer the question.
The modern lifestyle has had both positive and negative effects on people’s lives. Modern
technologies have enabled us to have easy access to information, become more creative,
experience fast communication, travel easier, and have a more comfortable life. Have you ever
imagined a world without the Internet, tablets, mobile phones, airplanes, and vacuum
cleaners? Most people cannot do that, as technology is the miracle of our time.
But using new technologies has changed people’s lifestyle in a harmful way in this century as
well. Some technologies are dangerous to our health and can harm our body. Using mobile
phones or surfing the Internet for long hours can increase people’s blood pressure and cause
sleep problems. Playing video games for long hours makes people nervous and harm their
heart and nervous system. Listening to music by headsets can be harmful to one’s hearing and
even brain.
Using technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of addictions. It is
not strange now to call someone an Internet or mobile addict. Technology addicts are people
with serious problems to control themselves to use various kinds of technology, in particular
the Internet, smartphones, tablets and laptops. Technology addicts do not like to socialize with
people; instead, they prefer to be alone and spend lots of their time working with their
devices. This makes them
depressed and impatient.
3
Specialists have found different ways to cure technology addicts. To avoid this type of
addiction, people should spend more time with their friends and family members, do daily
exercise, and limit the time of working with technologies. They also need to enjoy nature more
and have regular plans to travel.
True or False
25. Technology has only negative effects.
26. Listening to music is harmful.
27.Technology may cause depression.
Answer the following questions.
28. Who is a technology addict?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…
29. Are there any cure for technology addicts?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……
30. What types of technologies do you use?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…….
Final Exam = 12
Speaking = 4
Writing = 4
Good Luck: A.Ashoory
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محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر

راهنمای تصحیح

A. Odd one out (0.75 point)
1.a. create
b. increase
c. prevent
d. improve
2. a. harmful
b. valuable
c. friendly
d. worthy
3. a. percent
b. number
c. measure
d. society
B. Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word. (1.25 point)
addiction- sign-popular-heartbeat-ability-depressed
5.Football is the most popular sport in Brazil.
6.The doctor is listening to my grandfather’s heartbeat.
7.Deaf people use sign language to communicate.
8.Working with computers for a long time makes people sick and depressed.
9.Today, addiction to technology is a big problem.
C. Unscramble the words. Then use them in the following sentences.(1 point)
10.A lot of snow fell on the Zagros region last week. (giorne)
11.Ali likes surfing the net and playing computer games. (fursgin)
12.Today, less than 40 percent of people live in villages. (cenpert)
13.I go out and jog every morning at 6. (jgo)
D. Choose the correct choice. (1 point)
14. Do you know Amin’s father died of a -------------- attack?
a. healthy
b. blood
c. heart
d. calm
15. A/An --------------- language is a language that has very few speakers.
a. popular
b. endangered
c. native
d. easy
16. A --------------diet contains lots of fruit and green vegetables.
a. unhealthy
b. balanced
c. harmful
d. dangerous
17. In some cities, prices -------- from shop to shop.
a. vary
b. make up
c. exist
d. begin
E: Read the text and choose the correct answer. (1.5 point )
18.My mother and I went to a supermarket yesterday. We needed (many – much) things. First we
bought (some – many) rice, (two – a little) bottles of milk, (a lot of – many) meat. We love
seafood, so we bought (much – a little) fresh fish. On the way home, we also bought (a few – a
little) bananas.
F: Complete the following sentences with your own grammatical knowledge. (1 point)
19. There are some birds on the tree.
20. How much money do you have?
21. Is there any milk in the fridge?
22. How many books did you read in summer?
G.Unscramble the following sentences. (1 point )
23.how / money / you / much / do / need / ?
How much money do you need?
24. lived / in Isfahan / you / how / long / have / ?
How long have you lived in Isfahan?

ردیف
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H: Read the text and fill in the blanks with the given words. (1.5 point)
(range – price – popular – information – entertainment– personal)
25.Computers are wonderful inventions. They are becoming popular these days. They vary in size,
quality and price . They range from tiny to very large ones. They help us find information easily.
Many people have personal computers at home. A lot of children use computers for
entertainment . We must learn how to use a computer before we have one.
I. Reading Comprehension : (3 point)
Read the following passage and answer the question.
The modern lifestyle has had both positive and negative effects on people’s lives. Modern
technologies have enabled us to have easy access to information, become more creative,
experience fast communication, travel easier, and have a more comfortable life. Have you ever
imagined a world without the Internet, tablets, mobile phones, airplanes, and vacuum cleaners?
Most people cannot do that, as technology is the miracle of our time.
But using new technologies has changed people’s lifestyle in a harmful way in this century as well.
Some technologies are dangerous to our health and can harm our body. Using mobile phones or
surfing the Internet for long hours can increase people’s blood pressure and cause sleep
problems. Playing video games for long hours makes people nervous and harm their heart and
nervous system. Listening to music by headsets can be harmful to one’s hearing and even brain.
Using technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of addictions. It is not
strange now to call someone an Internet or mobile addict. Technology addicts are people with
serious problems to control themselves to use various kinds of technology, in particular the
Internet, smartphones, tablets and laptops. Technology addicts do not like to socialize with
people; instead, they prefer to be alone and spend lots of their time working with their devices.
This makes them
depressed and impatient.
Specialists have found different ways to cure technology addicts. To avoid this type of
addiction, people should spend more time with their friends and family members, do daily
exercise, and limit the time of working with technologies. They also need to enjoy nature more
and have regular plans to travel.
True or False
1. Technology has only negative effects. False
2. Listening to music is harmful. False
3.Technology may cause depression. True
Answer the following questions.

H

I

1. Who is a technology addict?
A technology addict is one who can’t stop using it.
2. Are there any cure for technology addicts?
Yes, there are
3. What types of technologies do you use?
I use smart phone, laptop and video games.

:امضاء

: نام و نام خانوادگی مصحح
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